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Abstract. Probably the hardest test for a theory of brain function is the explanation of language processing in the 

human brain, in particular the interplay of syntax and semantics. Clearly such an explanation can only be very 

speculative, because there are essentially no animal models and it is hard to study detailed neural processing in 

humans. The approach presented in this paper uses well established basic neural mechanisms in a plausible glob-

al network architecture that is formulated essentially in terms of cortical areas and their intracortical and cortico-

cortical interconnections. The neural implementation of this system shows that the comparatively intricate logic-

al task of understanding semantico-syntactical structures can be mastered by a neural network architecture. The 

system presented also shows additional context awareness, in particular the model is able to correct ambiguous 

input to a certain degree, e.g. the input “bot show/lift green wall” with an artificial ambiguity between “show” 

and “lift” is correctly interpreted as “bot show green wall” since a wall is not liftable. Furthermore, the system is 

able to learn new object words during runtime.

Keywords. Spiking associative memory, distributed representation, sparse patterns, neural assemblies, language 

understanding, global brain modelling

1 Introduction

This paper describes work in progress on the integration of vision, language and action in a cortex model and its  

demonstration on a small robot (ActivMedia PeopleBot). It has been part of a cooperative European project 

(MirrorBot), but in this paper we focus on the work carried out at the University of Ulm, and in particular on the 

aspect of language understanding.

We begin by describing the scope of the whole project that will be pursued in our group in Ulm for a few more 

years.
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The idea for this project is based on three previous lines of research:

1. Hebb's old idea of cell assemblies formed by Hebbian learning and providing the basic representation of 

objects and thoughts in the brain [1] has been worked out in more detail at the Max-Planck-Institute in 

Tübingen [2][3][4][5][6][7] and has led to mathematical investigations on the information storage capa-

city of associative memories showing their practical usefulness and the importance of sparseness of the 

activity patterns to be stored [3][8][9]. This research encouraged us to pursue the idea that the cortex 

might be a huge associative memory (in addition to some other functions of specific cortical areas), or 

more exactly that it is composed of auto-associative memory modules representing different aspects of 

objects in different areas and hetero-associative long-range connections between these modules  [10]. 

This leads directly to the assumption that at least a reasonable proportion of all synapses in the cortex 

are capable of Hebbian synaptic plasticity [11]. Of course, these ideas are rather old, but only now1 it is 

possible to simulate and test these ideas on a large-scale involving several cortical areas and to gain 

some insights into the human brain areas involved in language understanding and production and visu-

ally guided action.

2. One of the basic problems with Hebb's idea of cell assemblies is the superposition or binding problem 

[12][13][14][15]:  If a superposition of several assemblies is activated in the cortex or in some cortical 

area, how can it be disentangled into its components? One answer to this problem could be to avoid an 

activation of superpositions in the first place, so that normally only one assembly is activated at a time. 

This, however, would be a serious restriction to the practical usefulness of assemblies in handling more 

complex computational problems like grammatical correctness. Clearly this has to do with the issue of 

compositionality (for example of language) [16]. To address these issues, it seems necessary (but may 

be not sufficient) to create a cortical architecture that can solve the superposition problem. It turns out 

that a simple bidirectional connection of two cortical areas can solve this problem in a very natural way 

[17][18]. After we found this simple solution, we were encouraged to tackle larger problems involving 

the compositionality of language or action planning.

3. Another  idea closely related to Hebbian cell  assemblies  is  Abeles'  idea of  synfire chains [19][20]. 

Clearly, a synfire chain can be considered as a sequence of heteroassociations in a feedback network, 

whereas an assembly is simply an autoassociative feedback on itself [4]. So Abeles' work could be in-

terpreted as an indication that in some areas of the brain the local feedback connectivity between excit-

1 this is defined with an uncertainty of at least five years
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atory neurons is used not only for auto-associative stabilization of assemblies, but also for heteroassoci-

ative formation of synfire chains. The experimental evidence seems to support the fact that this is more 

prominent in the frontal part of the cortex (see the discussion of "patterns" as evidence for synfire 

chains, e.g.  [21]). Since heteroassociative synfire-chains are ideally suited for storing and recognising 

sequences, we were encouraged to try this mechanism for language understanding and production and 

to find out how far we can get with it. In this enterprise we also cooperated with Friedemann Pulver-

müller, who had similar ideas [22][23].

Based on this work and encouraged by recent experimental evidence [24][25][26], we created a cell assembly 

based architecture that combines the simulation of a large number of "modules" or "areas", each containing a 

large number of spiking neurons and each representing a different aspect of an object (such as visual, auditory, 

motor, syntactic or semantic aspects). The connections in this network are formed by association or by simple 

Hebbian learning. The details of the neuron model and the learning rule are given in the appendix. The complete 

layout of all modules comprising our system (as of today) is described in [27]. In order to demonstrate the func-

tionality of the cortical network we have embedded it into a simple robot scenario. To this end, we have to create 

visual and auditory input representations and motor output representations. We use a video camera and a hier-

archical neural network classifier [27] to create a neural representation that is activated in the primary visual area 

of the model. Similarly, we plan to use a microphone and speech recognition to create a neural representation to 

be activated in the primary auditory area. Currently, however, we simply create this representation from typed 

language commands. We have created random sparse motor-representations for the commands in the "motor" 
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Figure  1: Architecture of the cortical language model. The language system consists of 10 cortical modules  

(large boxes), two control modules (“Quality”, “Sentence” areas at the bottom) and several thalamic activation  

fields, where only one of them (“Learning”) is shown. The straight arrows correspond to heteroassociative in-

tra-areal connections, circular arrows correspond to short term memory.



area of the model; these are translated directly into motor commands for the robot. Presently the cortical network 

simulation runs on an additional PC, while the visual object recognition, the handling of input and output com-

mands, and the control of the robot is performed by the PeopleBot's on-board PC.

In the following we describe in detail the language system of our architecture (Figure 1). The model consists of 

several language areas which make it possible to parse and grammatically analyse spoken or typed language in-

put. Basically, different cortical modules (areas) in the model represent different aspects of the same entity, e.g. 

auditory language, semantical or syntactical aspects. Cortical areas are interconnected with mostly bidirectional 

corticocortical long range projections realised by heteroassociative memories that translate between the different 

aspects or the corresponding representations.

The language system presented here is capable of parsing a stream of single words, analysing it with respect to a 

certain regular grammar, and to “understanding” a sentence by translating the word sequence into an action rep-

resentation constituted by a global cell assembly extending across several visual, pre-motor and motor areas 

[28]. Furthermore, our language model is capable of representing and resolving ambiguity from a broader con-

text, i.e. if it is not possible to interpret a word in a unique way, several alternatives can be kept active until addi-

tional context information can be used to resolve the ambiguity. For example, the sentence “bot lift bwall” where 

the word “bwall” is a mixture between ball and wall that was not correctly understood, the system can resolve 

this ambiguity to “bot lift ball” because a wall is not liftable. In a broader context, it could as well be another in-

formation from the whole sensory-motor context that provides the disambiguating input.

The system can incrementally learn new patterns during performance. When the associative memories get a 

“learn” signal, they enable online learning and can create new representations if the input does not match any of 

the previously stored patterns. The heteroassociative connections are then trained accordingly. Each area and 

heteroassociation in the system is capable of learning new patterns online, but currently we implemented only 

the learning of novel object words.
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2 Neural Associative Memory

Each area in the network depicted in Figure 1 is modelled with a variant of the so called spike counter model of 

associative memory [17][29]. The spike counter model is based on Willshaw's binary associative memory [30], 

but extends it with a more sophisticated retrieval algorithm that allows for much better pattern separation if the 

memory is addressed with a superposition of patterns. We have chosen the Willshaw model as basic system be-

cause it is a biologically plausible while still simple implementation of the idea of cell assemblies. It is also very 

efficient in terms of storage capacity and information efficiency [8][31][32][33]. Our model uses a spiking ver-

sion of the Willshaw model [17][29] which adds the possibility to measure spike time coincidence.

Here, we use a rather technical implementation of this model which still allows for fine measurement of spike 

timing and especially of the temporal order of the spikes. The neurons are of a simple integrate-and-fire type 

[34][35] with reset. To further simplify calculations, we introduced global time steps, roughly corresponding to 

one time step within the binary Willshaw model [30], and finer relative time steps within each global step that al-

lows for an exact representation of the spike times. In one global time step, every area calculates one pattern re-

trieval with respect to the relative time scale. Every neuron is allowed to spike at most twice per global step and 

the step ends as soon as no more neuron is able to spike anymore. The algorithm necessarily terminates because 

at a given time, either all neurons already spiked twice or some spiked twice and others have constantly decreas-

ing membrane potential while not receiving any more input which ensures that these neurons will not spike dur-
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Figure 2: From neural activation to a pattern display: Each cortical module is an associative memory which is  

trained with a set of named patterns. On the left hand side, the neural activation is displayed. The module con-

sists of 2500 neurons that are arranged 2-dimensionally as a square of 50 times 50 neurons, the axes give the in-

dex of the neurons, black dots mean activation. If a set of neurons is active after one global time step, a histo-

gram over the stored patterns is calculated (middle). The pattern names which match best are then displayed as  

a short and intuitive description of the activation in the cortical module (right).

show

A5P



ing the whole global step. When one global step ends, the resulting spike trains are propagated through the het-

eroassociative connections and the input for the next global step is prepared. Then, the neurons' potentials are re-

set and the next global time step starts. A more detailed description of the model is given in the Appendix and in 

[36]. See also [27][29] for more information on the Spike Counter model approach.

This simplified model combined with binary Hebbian learning, sparse patterns and sparse activation in the whole 

system allows for efficient computation [9] making the system fast enough to control a robot in real time.

For demonstration purposes we use a special way of displaying neural activity in the system (see Figure 2). In-

stead of showing neural activation directly, we display the names of patterns that match best. When the system is 

started, the associative memories are trained with a fixed set of name/activation pairs, i.e. each assembly (i.e. ac-

tivation pattern) has a corresponding text description. After each global time step, the result of the pattern re-

trieval is displayed as shown in  Figure 2: in the first step, a histogram is calculated which measures for each 

stored pattern how many neurons belonging to it are active. In the next step, basically all pattern names that have 

a large number of active neurons are displayed. There are additional constraints, e.g. we display only those pat-

tern names that have at least 80% of their neurons active and of course it is possible to display the completeness 

(i.e. the percentage of active neurons) in the output (not shown in the figure). It is also possible to switch the dis-

play between the different modes while the system is running. In this way, one can get a quick overview of the 

state of the network even with many simulated areas (our large model with language and action planing has 

about 50 areas).

3 Cortical Language Model

The language model consists of a standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [37][38] based speech recognition 

system and a cortical language processing system which is capable of interpreting streams of words with respect 

to a regular grammar [28][39]. Currently, the HMM speech recognition is not yet integrated into the system and 

therefore, input must be typed on a keyboard.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the cortical language processing system. Each area is modelled as a spiking asso-

ciative memory [17] of 400 to 2500 neurons (the neuron number per area depends on the number of stored cell 

assemblies and the required fault tolerance). The areas store binary patterns in local synaptic connections by 

Hebbian learning, forming a neural assembly for each stored pattern. The areas are connected via heteroassociat-

ive memories depicted as arrows in Figure 1.
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The model roughly consists of three parts:

Auditory areas: Areas A1, A2 and A3 are the auditory areas. A1 processes the output from the speech recogniser 

or alternatively typed commands (e.g., phoneme based word representations). A2 and A3 represent syntactical 

and semantical aspects of the word, respectively (e.g., the overlaps of the A3 representations reflect semantical 

similarity relations of the words). 

Grammatical areas: Modules A4, A5S, A5P, A5O1a, A5O1, A5O2a and A5O2 mainly serve grammatical func-

tions. A4 works as a sequence memory and basically represents the regular grammar the system can understand 

[40]. Modules A5X store words with respect to their grammatical role, i.e. they classify into subject, predicate, 

attributes and objects.

The system is able to understand regular grammars. In the current implementation, the cortical language pro-

cessing system is able to parse two main sentence types, namely “subject predicate object” (SPO) and “subject 

predicate adjective” (SPA). There exist several subclasses of this like SPOO or SP. See Figure 3 for an overview 
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Figure 3: Contents of the sequence memory A4. The symbols in larger font (S, Pp, Po etc.) represent the random  

patterns stored in area A4 and correspond to states of a finite state machine. The arrows are heteroassociations 

from A4 onto itself and represent the possible state transitions. The words printed along the line are example in-

puts that can lead to the state transition denoted by the arrow. Not shown in the figure are additional error  

states that can be reached from every state within the system if a non-matching input occurs.
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of the sequences stored in area A4 that represent the grammar the system is able to parse. The following example 

sentences are all valid with respect to our grammar and can be correctly parsed by the language system:

“bot show plum” (standard SPO), “bot show green apple” (SPO with attribute), “where is plum?” (SPO), “this is 

plum” (SPO), “this is green” (SPA), “wall is red” (SPA), “bot put apple plum” (SPOO), “bot put red plum yel-

low lemon” (SPOO with attributes).

The system is also able to resolve ambiguous inputs, e.g. the sentence “bot lift green bwall” with an ambiguity 

between “ball” and “wall” in entered, the model is able to correctly resolve this to “bot lift green ball”, as a wall 

is not liftable. Also, “bot show/lift red ball” (with an artificial ambiguity between lift and show) is correctly in-

terpreted as “bot lift red ball”.  However, the sentence “bot show/lift green bwall” is not perfectly dealt with. The 

system tries to disambiguate the sentence and depending on the evidence for each of the alternatives, it might 

end in a state like “bot show/lift green ball” where it lost the possibility for the object “wall”. Another example 

the language system is not yet capable of understanding is “bot show orange orange” where the two words “or-

ange” have identical representation in the auditory areas. We expect that it is possible to understand such sen-

tences with the mechanisms used in our architecture, but it might require changes to the grammar and additional 

use of the disambiguation mechanisms, because the “bot show orange orange” example requires to resolve ambi-

guities on the grammar level. The first part “bot show orange” might be interpreted as SPO as well as SPA sen-

tence,  in  both cases  the  sentence  can already be complete,  requiring additional  disambiguating information 

(which could for example also be the fact that there is no orange (fruit) in the visual field). If the additional word 

“orange” comes in, it becomes clear that it has been a SPO-sentence with an additional attribute, but to under-

stand it, the intermediate ambiguous state needs to be represented, which the model is currently not able to do 

(because it cannot yet handle disambiguities in the A4 module).

The examples above show that our grammar is simplified compared to natural language as it does not contain 

any prepositions. Although the number of different sentence types is not very large in our example implementa-

tion, it  could be quite easily increased (basically, the sequence memory A4 needs to store more sequences). 

However, we did not yet implement a more complicated grammar in our current system.

The grammar shown in Figure 3 is able to distinguish between small and large objects. This will result in an er-

ror state if a sentence like “bot lift wall” is entered into the language processing system. To achieve this, the 

grammar distinguishes different SPO-like sentences (one type for large, one for small sentences, calles “SPO” 

and “SPOs” respectively) and different action words let the system decide between the different paths (e.g. “bot 
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lift” will drive the system into the “SPOs”-path, as the robot can only lift small objects, where “bot show” will 

choose the “SPO”-path because the robot can show any object, see also Figure 3). There are no additional se-

mantical checks implemented in the grammar (but some disambiguation information which is described below).

Additional primitive areas: The other areas in the system represent internal states or serve as thalamic activation 

fields. The Sentence/Quality areas represent internal states, where the first becomes active if a complete sentence 

has been parsed and the second represents the quality of the auditory input, which becomes bad if it was not pos-

sible to unambiguously interpret the input. The “Learning” area basically is an activation field which activates 

special  learn signals in certain areas if learning of a new word is required (indicated by a “this is” sentence). 

There are additional primitive activation fields that are not shown in  Figure 1. They basically inhibit special 

areas, for example each of the A5X-areas has a corresponding underlying activation field that controls its activa-

tion.

When a sentence is processed, the auditory input activates a corresponding representation based on linguistic 

features such as phonemes in A1. Then, the word becomes classified with respect to function in A2 and content 

in A3. Area A4 is used to emulate a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) which represents the regular grammar 

the system is able to understand [40]. Its state gives information about the type of word that is expected as the 

current input in order to form a grammatically correct sentence. The system then activates one of the areas A5X 

which matches the internal grammatical state represented in area A4, i.e. if the word is supposed to be a subject, 

A5S becomes active. If the currently processed word in area A3 matches the word type required in the active 

A5X area (i.e. the heteroassociation between A3 and A5X finds a matching pattern), the corresponding repres-

entation in the area A5X becomes active. Otherwise, the input was not grammatically correct and the automaton 

realised in A4 switches to an error state.

4 Disambiguation

The system is able to detect and correct ambiguous input on the single word level as long as enough context in-

formation is or becomes available. In order to resolve ambiguity when enough context information becomes 

available, as a first step it is necessary to represent the ambiguous state for a certain time. This is done by adjust-

ing the pattern separation strength of the concerned area. With high separation strength, the retrieval inhibits 

neurons that do not belong to the same pattern as the ones that are already active and thus only one pattern usu-

ally gets activated. With lower separation strength, the inhibition is weaker and it becomes possible to activate 

several patterns in the same retrieval step. Thus, lower separation strength allows for representing ambiguity by 
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simply activating a superposition of several possibilities. Spike time information is helpful at this stage, because 

the stronger activated patterns fire earlier, which helps to resolve the ambiguity later.

During retrieval, each area calculates a quality measure (see Appendix for details) which becomes high if the ad-

dress pattern matches one of the stored patterns very closely and it becomes low if a unique decision for one out-

put pattern is not possible. A simple feedback loop from the quality measure to the separation strength parameter 

then enables the area to automatically control the handling of ambiguity: If the input matches a stored pattern 

closely, separation strength becomes high and the addressed pattern becomes activated; if the input is a super-

position of several stored patterns, separation strength becomes lower and several patterns can be activated in the 

same retrieval.

5 Incremental Learning of New Objects

Currently, the network architecture (including stored patterns, connections and connection weights) of the lan-

guage processing system is initialised from a parameter file when the simulation starts and (with the exception of 

object word representations and heteroassociative connections between several areas; see below), all parts of it 

stay fixed throughout the rest of the simulation. However, our system is capable of learning new objects while 

performing. For the language model described here, this means that new representations for the object words 

need to be generated. Details on the generation of new representations are given in the Appendix.

Currently, learning is triggered by a special command (“this is X”, where X is a novel object word). If the sys-

tem encounters a previously unknown object in this situation, a new sensory representation will be learnt in mod-

ule A1. Then, this new representation acts as input to the subsequent modules in the language part and triggers 

the generation of new representations and heteroassociative connections there (see Appendix). In the complete 

system where the language model is also connected to an action planning and object recognition part, learning of 

a new object also means to learn a new visual representation of the object in the pattern recognition network and 

the visual input area and then to learn the visual processing path until a comparison module is reached where a 

common representation for the visual and auditory aspects of the objects is generated [27].

Learning is initiated by the special command “this is X” where “X” can be a word that is new to the language 

system (i.e. that has no representation in A1). The language system realises the command “this is” and activates 

a special learn signal (area Learning in Figure 1 becomes active). With active learn signal, a bad retrieval quality 

in the language areas will not be interpreted as uncertainty in the auditory input but as evidence that a previously 
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unknown object is going to be learnt. If the latter is the case, new representations for the object will be generated 

in the corresponding area. If required, heteroassociative connections to and from this area are updated accord-

ingly (details are given in the Appendix). A new assembly is always generated from the most strongly activated 

neurons in the area where learning takes place, while some additional randomly chosen neurons may also be ad-

ded to allow for greater variance of the patterns.

After successful learning, the new object can be used and understood like any of the previously stored objects. 

Thus the system can correctly understand a sentence like “bot show cup” after “cup” has been learned, i.e. after 

the sentence “this is cup” accompanied with pointing to or presentation of a cup has been processed.

6 Results

We have implemented this language system on a PeopleBot robot. Running on a standard laptop machine (Penti-

um M 1.5 GHz), it is able to process sentences faster than one can actually speak or type the commands so that 

the system meets real time constraints. Presently, the language system consists of 18000 neurons in total and has 

a vocabulary of about 50 words.  Our current implementation does not yet have a speech recogniser, so input 

must be typed in with a keyboard. Alternatively, it is also possible to directly activate several neurons in the in-

put populations.

In the following we will show in detail how the system deals with the ambiguous sentence “bot show/lift green 

wall” with an artificial ambiguity between “show” and “lift” in the verb input (parts of both representations get 

activated in the input of area A1 with a small bias towards “lift”). Figure 4 shows the system after the word “bot” 

has been processed. Area A1 is the input area where the assembly representing the word “bot” is active. For con-

venience, the name of the active representation is displayed instead of neural activity. The activation has been 

forwarded to areas A2 and A3 which separate between simple grammatical structure elements (syntax) and the 

meaning of the word (semantics). Area A4 has the S-assembly activated, which is the start symbol for the gram-

mar (see also Figure 3). In our special grammar, all sentences start with a subject, so the symbol “S” might also 

be interpreted as the expectation of a subject. This in turn activated area A5S which now represents the subject 

of the sentence.

Figure 5 shows the system after the second word, “show/lift”,  has been processed. We activated a  mixture 

between show and lift in area A1. A2 realised that it does not know this word, lowered its separation strength ac-

cordingly and finally activated a superposition of lift, pick, drop and show. The words pick and drop show up be-
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cause they have a larger overlap with lift than show has. As the associative memory is completing patterns inde-

pendent of the separation strength, the pick and drop patterns are completed as soon as the separation strength 

gets low enough to allow for it (which it must to allow for activating the show assembly). As before, the inform-

ation is then processed until area A5P represents the ambiguous verb of the sentence.

Some global steps later, the sentence “bot show/lift green wall” completely arrived in the A5X areas as shown in 

Figure 6. As soon as the “wall” representation becomes active in A5O1, it starts resolving the ambiguity via a 

weak connection from A5O1 to A5P. This connection now supports all action verbs that can act on a large object 

like a wall, resulting in the touch assembly to also show up in A5P.

In the following few steps the disambiguating input from A5O1 to A5P continues to support verbs that can be 

applied to large objects, in particular supporting the “lift” assembly in A5P. This in turn increases the quality 
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Figure  4: The language system after processing the  

input word "bot" as start of a new sentence.

Figure  5: The language system after processing "bot  

show/lift", where "show/lift" is an artificial ambiguity 

between the words show and lift.

Figure 6: The language system while disambiguating 

"show/lift".  The  input  "bot  show/lift  green  wall"  is  

completely processed in A5X areas and the disambig-

uating connection from A5O1 to A5P is starting to re-

solve the uncertainty.

Figure 7: The language system after successfully dis-

ambiguating "bot show/lift green wall". Note that the  

Quality  field  shows  "good"  again,  indicating  that  

everything was understood in a unique way.



measure, and area A5P increases its separation strength gradually. Finally, this allows for completely resolving 

the ambiguity as shown in Figure 7.

We will now describe in detail how the disambiguation takes place. Figure 8 gives an overview of what is hap-

pening in area A5P in global step 26, which is exactly one global step before the situation depicted in Figure 6 

(for A5P, this is the same situation as shown in Figure 5). The figure gives an overview of the neuron activity at 

the relative time steps in the retrieval where some neurons are spiking. Note that the absolute times have no clear 

relation to with any real world time scale and therefore are given without units here. In the situation shown, A5P 

is representing the ambiguity between show and lift which also activates the assemblies for pick and drop due to 

the pattern overlaps. The first column shows the status of A5P around relative time 407. Ten neurons spiked and 

from the histogram over the patterns, one can see that many of the verb patterns actually share these neurons. 

Basically, five of the neurons code for the property “verb”, another five encode the property, that the correspond-
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Figure 8: Details of global time step 26: In the first row neural activation is shown, in the second row the cor-

responding histograms over the stored patterns are given. The figures have to be interpreted as described at Fig-

ure 2. Relative times are around 407, 517, 690, 739 and 913 in the columns from left to right respectively. Each 

pattern consists of 20 neurons, where the patterns have large overlaps. The total number of spikes for each  

column is displayed above the histograms. Although only ten neurons spiked around relative time 407, there are 

many patterns with ten active entries in the corresponding histogram because the neurons characterise some  

feature that is present in many representations. Typically, overlaps spike first as they get the most input. Note  

that neurons can spike at most twice in the whole global step. We do only count the first spike of each neuron for  

the figure.



ing actions can be done with exactly one object. The next neurons that spike around relative time 517 are depic-

ted in column two. They basically encode that the action can only be done with small objects and not with large 

ones like e.g. a wall. The next set of spikes in column three (relative time 690) completes the lift-assembly, the 

five neurons are unique for this pattern. At relative time 739 shown in the forth column in Figure 8, the pick and 

drop assembly get completed due to the autoassociative feedback connection. Five of the neurons firing at that 

time belong to the pick assembly, the other five belong to drop, making both of the patterns unique. The last ten 

spikes in global step 26 around relative time 913 finally complete the show assembly. Five of them are unique to 

show, another five encode the property that the corresponding action can be done with large objects.

The address pattern that led to the ambiguous representation of show and lift in A5P has a slight bias on lift, 

which makes the lift assembly spike first. The overlap of patterns typically gets the most input because it has het-

eroassociative input connections from many patterns in the addressing area.  In the first two columns in Figure 8 

only neurons representing overlaps become active, where the neurons in the second column are less common 

ones which do not have as many input connections and thus spike a little bit later. In the third state depicted, the 
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Figure 9: The spike histograms of global time step 27. The same displaying technique as in Figure 8 is used. The 

relative times are 195, 265 and 389 for the first row, 518, 739 and 913 for the second row. As no neuron can  

spike more than once, the neurons leading to the histograms are all different and thus the histograms can simply 

be added to get an overview of how many neurons are active for one special pattern.



lift assembly is completed according to its higher activation in the beginning. The next set of spikes are triggered 

by autoassociative connections completing the patterns “pick” and “drop” because of the low separation strength 

at this stage. The last spikes finally complete the show assembly.

Note that setting the separation strength high enough (i.e. increasing inhibition in the area) to avoid the comple-

tion of pick and drop would also forbid the neurons spiking in the last column of Figure 8 to become active and 

thus, the show assembly would not get completed.

Figure 9 gives an overview of the spike activity in global time step 27 which is depicted in Figure 6 also. The 

disambiguation is starting to work and in the first step, all actions that can be done with large objects like a wall 

get additional input. This makes the show assembly the first to be completed, several others follow. Especially, 

the touch assembly also gets  completely activated due to  the  additional  input and the very low separation 

strength in this step.
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Figure 11: Global time step 30. The same displaying technique as in Figure 8 is used. Disambiguation is fin-

ished, only the show assembly is fully active. Relative times are 76 for the left hand side and 85 for the right  

hand side histogram.

Figure 10: The spike activation in global step 28. The same displaying technique as in Figure 8 is used. Relative  

times of the columns from left to right are 128, 155 and 196, respectively.



Global time step 28 is shown in  Figure 10. The disambiguation is starting to resolve the problem, the lift as-

sembly does not show up any more, the show assembly is the first that is completed. The actions possible with 

large objects gain some more strength through the disambiguating input from area A5O1 (“wall”) and still get 

completed in the last set of spikes. In global step 29, the situation does only change quantitatively, only the relat-

ive times change a bit compared with step 28 due to the disambiguating input. The order of the pattern comple-

tions does not change compared to step 28. The separation strength is gradually increased.

Disambiguation almost finishes in global step 30 depicted in Figure 11. The first spikes belong to the overlap 

with other patterns, the following spikes complete the show assembly. No other pattern gets completed in this 

step and separation strength returned almost to its maximum value. In the following global step 31 (shown in 

Figure 7), disambiguation is completely finished and separation strength returns to maximum value. The spike 

activity looks very similar to that in step 30.

7 Discussion

We have realised a large-scale cortical model which uses the interaction of several cortical areas to achieve a 

syntactical analysis and semantical understanding of simple sentences (mostly commands) and to organise the 

appropriate responses to these sentences.

The neural implementation of this language understanding system not only shows that this comparatively intric-

ate logical task can be mastered surprisingly well (see [41][42]) by a neural network architecture in real time, it 

also gives some additional advantages in terms of context awareness and robustness. The system can correct am-

biguous input on the single word level due to context information of the whole sentence and in a larger model 

even with respect to the whole sensory-motor situation. Similarly, the language input could be used to disambig-

uate ambiguous situations in other fields, e.g. in visual object recognition. We have illustrated the process of dis-

ambiguation in detail for a specific example sentence.

Our approach tackles a long-standing problem in artificial intelligence and brain theory, namely the understand-

ing of language. Therefore it is clearly related to a lot of scientific work, particularly in the areas of neural mod-

elling, artificial intelligence, and linguistics.

With respect to neural modelling, our work differs from most other work by the global functional approach to 

brain modelling (see [43][44] for a related approach, also related is the NOMAD project, see e.g. [45]). Our cor-

tical language system can better be understood in the context of a larger model that covers many cortical areas 
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and integrates language understanding, visual object recognition, visual attention, and action planning. Most 

neural models deal only with one or two of these aspects at a time (only vision, hearing, action, including more 

specific  details  of  one  or  two  cortical  areas),  the  visual  system  being  modelled  most  intensively  (e.g. 

[46][47][48][49]). More complex models that deal for example with working memory [50] or with the replica-

tion of fMRI activations of multiple areas in complex tasks [51] deal with the brain at a purely boxological and 

essentially non-functional level, i.e. without any detailed understanding of how the task is actually achieved 

(computationally) by the neural network.

Related work in classical artificial intelligence dates back to the 70's [52] and suffers from the lack of a connec-

tion to the neural processing level. These approaches are well suited for abstract planning (e.g., the “tower of 

Hanoi”), but encounter serious problems when they have to work in real-world applications due to problems of 

uncertainty and inaccuracy which can be handled in our system by means of distributed representations, which 

make it possible to use some notion of similarity. These problems are related to the so called problem of "symbol 

grounding"  and  are  tackled  in  a  number  of  "connectionist"  or  "hybrid"  approaches  (e.g. 

[53][54][55][56][57][58][59]) that are similar in spirit to our approach but less directly related to biologically 

realistic  spiking neural  models  and anatomically  plausible  neural  network  architectures.  Some of  these  ap-

proaches have also been used for language understanding [60][61][62], but lack the embedding into a visuo-mo-

tor system. Also in many cases it would be hard if not impossible to extend the approach from the toy problems 

that are presented to more realistic situations.

In computational linguistics many papers rely on the artificial intelligence approaches mentioned above and try 

to produce a kind of parser that can distinguish grammatically correct from incorrect sentences for much more 

sophisticated grammars (e.g.  [41][62][63]), but without considering the closely related and from our point of 

view inherently intermingled semantic aspects and without trying to demonstrate an "understanding" of sen-

tences. Of course, we can only do this by first restricting ourselves to very simple command sentences and 

demonstrate understanding by performing the commands. This idea is clearly related to the recent philosophy of 

embodied computation [64][65][66], which emphasized the necessity to embed the computations in autonomous 

real world robotic agents. Also, we have already shown some examples which go beyond this simple paradigm 

(learning of new objects). Our grammar can be easily extended by simply storing more sequences in the se-

quence area A4 (Figure 3), our vocabulary can be extended by storing more words and their different sensory 

representations in areas A1, A3 and A5X. The storage capacity is in principle only limited by the number of 

Hebb synapses in all these networks (it is proportional to it with a reasonably large factor; see  [3]). We have 
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shown that a sequence area can in principle be viewed as a distributed neural realisation of a finite automaton, 

which in turn can be made to recognize any regular grammar [67]. With a little more imagination one can even 

realize a neural push-down automaton [22] which would be a more natural way of recognizing embedded struc-

tures like relative sentences (i.e. context-free grammars). However, even such a neural push-down automaton 

would have a limited depth such that its computational capacity remains the same as that of a finite automaton. 

Essentially, this also seems to be the limit of the practical human language capacities (without extensive use of 

paper and pencil [67]).

The idea of using artificial neural networks to represent and train finite automata and even some extensions of 

these, is of course not new and has been discussed to some extent in the connectionist and artificial neural net-

work literature (e.g. [68][69][70][71][72][73]). But here the problems were usually more of the symbolic type.

Although we can use the associative sequence memory A4 to store more grammatical sequences and although 

we can demonstrate the learning of new word-meanings, we clearly do not address the problem of language ac-

quisition, i.e. the circumstances of social and brain organisation that are required to set up a learning procedure 

that can result in the creation and sequencing of new "grammatical representations" in an area like our A4. We 

know of only very few projects that are close to our own approach in most of the aspects discussed so far 

([74][75][76][43]). The most obvious next steps we want to take in this project are to incorporate speech recog-

nition, to extend the vocabulary and the grammar, and to generate output sentences.

8 Appendix (Mathematical Description of the Model)

8.1 Neuron Equations

In the following, we give a short introduction of the model used. For a more detailed description, see [36].

The cortical language model consists of several cortical modules, each of which has the same underlying mech-

anisms. Thus, where possible, we describe the model only for one cortical module. As mentioned earlier, the 

model exhibits two different time scales, namely global time steps and relative time steps subdividing each glob-

al step. We call the global steps s and the relative time t. For simplicity, we consider a fixed global step s here.  

The same mechanisms apply for all other global steps.

A cortical module consists of N neurons, where the number of neurons might be different for different modules. 

The state of a neuron is basically given by its membrane potential x (details will be given below), where a spike 
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is emitted whenever the membrane potential exceeds a global threshold  . The output vector of the cortical 

module at global step s is defined as yi
st =1 xit

t , where i is the index of the neuron. Each neuron is al-

lowed to spike at most twice within one global time step. After the first spike the membrane potential is reset to 

zero.  We  define  the  instantaneous  spike  rate  vector  of  the  cortical  module  as 

r i s , tmax=min{0ttmax : y i
st =1}−1 , where the rate is defined to be zero when the minimum is empty or 

tmax0 . We will sometimes refer to the case tmax=∞  which means the inverse of the first spike time of a neur-

on.

Within each cortical module, there is an autoassociative coupling which is given by the matrix

A=a11  a1N

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
aN1  aNN


where the entries aij  are binary numbers, i.e. zero or one. The matrix A is built exactly like the autoassociative 

matrix in the binary Willshaw model is constructed (i.e. it contains fully connected neural assemblies). There is 

an additional delay matrix d which gives delays of the autoassociation in units of the relative time scale. In our 

implementation, these delays are however all set to zero. Then, the autoassociative spike counter for a global 

step s is given by c i
At=∑

j=1

N

y i
s t−d ji a ji , where i and j are neuron indices. The autoassociative spike counter 

for neuron i increases when many neurons that are connected to neuron i have already fired within this global 

step. The population activity counter for global step s is defined by  c i
 t = ∑

j∈P i
y j

s t . It counts how many 

neurons in the whole cortical module have already fired. Note that c i
 t c i

At .

The different cortical modules within the model are connected via heteroassociative coupling matrices that map 

a pattern in the source module to a corresponding pattern in the target module. For simplicity, we allow only one 

heteroassociative matrix between the same two cortical modules, in particular this prohibits several heteroassoci-

ative connections between the same two modules with different delay values. Assume that our network consists 

of M cortical modules, then, the heteroassociative matrix from module p to module q is called H pq . It has an as-

sociated delay matrix d pq  which gives delays in relative time units and a global delay value D pq  which gives 

the delay of the whole heteroassociation in global time steps. Note that in our model D pq1  for all heteroasso-
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ciations.  Then  we  can  define  the  heteroassociative  spike  counter  of  the  cortical  module  p  as 

c i
H  s , t=∑

q

r  s−D 〈i〉
pq , t−d 〈i 〉

pq H pq

, where D〈 i〉  is the i-th column of matrix D. The heteroassociative spike 

counter gives the number of neurons from which the current neuron i gets input, weighted with the instantaneous 

rate  r i ,  from how many neurons the current neuron i  gets input.  The value  c i
H  s ,∞  represents the total 

amount of heteroassociative input that the neuron is addressed with, regardless of the relative spike times.

There is an additional feedback spike counter defined by c i
F  s , t=⋅r  s−1, t⋅A , where r s−1, t   is simply 

the row vector of all instantaneous rates in the current module. The feedback counter is an autoassociation from 

one global time step to the next and is used to keep patterns active over several global time steps.

With the spike counter variables, the membrane potential for a neuron within a cortical module p can now be 

defined as

ẋ t=a⋅cH  s ,t b⋅cH  s ,∞⋅⋅cL  cA s , t
c s , t d⋅cF s , te⋅cF  s ,∞ ,

where x 0=0 .

Here a,b,c,d and e are weighting factors, typical values are a=0.02, b=-50, c=0. The variables d and e are zero for 

modules with no memory over time and positive for modules with memory, where the memory effect becomes 

stronger for high values of d and e.

The function L can be thought of as something between logarithmic and linear function, in our current imple-

mentation, we use the identity.

The parameter   represents the separation strength and is introduced just for convenience and analogy with the 

original spike counter model introduced in [29], in our model, the same effect could as well be achieved with the 

parameter b. In contrast to the model parameters a,b,c,d and e, the value of   can be changed during runtime. 

For example, it is influenced by the feedback connection from the quality measure to the separation strength.

After a neuron spiked for the first time, its membrane potential is reset to zero. More than two spikes per neuron 

are not allowed within one global time step. The second spike is completely ignored by most parts of the model, 

it is only used for calculation of the quality measure (see below). It is easy to see that the algorithm terminates in 

each global time step: either all neurons have spiked twice or at some point, all neurons that are still allowed to 

spike have non-positive derivative of their membrane potential and no more changes to the membrane potential 
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are possible (this happens after all heteroassociative inputs for that global step have been taken into considera-

tion).

8.2 Quality Measure

For the estimation of the retrieval quality, we actually compare two retrievals, one with high fixed value of the 

separation strength   and one with the current value based on the last quality measure. The first retrieval with 

high separation strength   will be referred to as “control retrieval”.

The quality measure is initialised as 0.9k , where k is the number of neurons that either spiked in the control re-

trieval but did not spike twice in the second retrieval or that spiked twice in the second retrieval but did not spike 

at all in the control retrieval. It is then multiplied with 0,950,05⋅∏ ci
A s , t

ci
  s , t

, where the product is over all 

neurons that emitted a spike in the second retrieval. An analogous term ∏ c i
A s , t

ci
 s , t 

 of the control retrieval is 

then multiplied by the quality measure, where c i
X  refers to the parameters of the control retrieval. The ratio from 

the control retrieval has stronger weight because there, only one assembly is able to spike (the one which is ad-

dressed strongest) and thus the product is a strong measure for the address quality. There is an additional punish-

ment factor if the number of active neurons in the second retrieval is more than 20% away from the ideal pattern 

size, the factor is then {n/ k0,2 if n/k0,8
k /n0,2 if k /n0,8

1 otherwise
 where n is the number of active neurons in the second retrieval 

and k is the ideal pattern size.

8.3 Online Learning

During online learning, new patterns are generated when the quality measure becomes too low (the threshold is 

currently set to 0,95) or if a population gets a signal that motivates it to learn a new pattern regardless of its own 

quality measure. The second mechanism is required if e.g. a sensory input population P1 is heteroassociatively 

connected to a second population P2 and P2 basically encodes the same information as P1 and is mainly driven 

by P1, but might e.g. get some weak additional context information. Then, whenever a new representation in P1 
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is generated, a new representation in P2 is also required. This does not happen automatically if the new pattern in 

P1 is similar to an old one, because the heteroassociation between P1 and P2 might “correct” that and P2 will ac-

tivate the similar old pattern. Thus, P1 can motivate P2 to generate a new pattern if it created a new pattern itself 

by sending an additional special learn signal to P2.

Let k be the ideal size of patterns for the population under consideration. Whenever new patterns are generated, 

r⋅k  neurons are chosen randomly and up to 1−r ⋅k  are chosen from the strongest activated neurons in the 

population. Here,  r∈[0,1]  is a parameter that controls the randomisation of the patterns. For sensory input 

areas, no random neurons should be added, while in other cases, randomisation of the patterns might help to 

avoid large pattern overlap possibly caused by the heteroassociative input matrix. Ideal pattern size might not be 

reached when there are not enough neurons receiving strong enough input.

The heteroassociations between the populations are updated via binary Hebbian learning, i.e. whenever the target 

and source population of a heteroassociation have active patterns and either of them is new, the heteroassociative 

matrix is updated accordingly with additional one-entries.

8.4 Sequence Memory

In the following we give a short description how our cortical modules can be used to represent sequences as it 

happens in area A4 in the cortical language model.

To represent a sequence of patterns, first, the patterns are stored autoassociatively in the cortical module. Then, 

the pattern transitions corresponding to the sequence are stored heteroassociatively in a connection from the cor-

tical module onto itself. To make this unique, the patterns are not allowed to appear twice in a sequence (e.g. the 

sequence “A B C A D” would not be valid). This however can be easily resolved by adding additional discrimin-

ating neurons to the patterns of the elements that appear several times (e.g. “Aa B C Ab D” in the previous ex-

ample, where “Aa” and “Ab” have large overlap, but still have some discriminating neurons). The heteroassoci-

ation needs to be weaker than the autoassociative feedback and also it must have greater delay. Then, whenever a 

pattern is active in the cortical module and no further input is applied, the pattern stays active because of the 

strong autoassociation. To switch to the next pattern, the whole module needs to be inhibited for a time shorter 

than the delay of the heteroassociation, but longer than the delay of the autoassociation). After releasing the in-

hibition, the autoassociation is not effective any more, and the heteroassociation switches the cortical module to 

the next state in the sequence.
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In our current model, sequence memories are not learnt or extended during performance. Instead, the patterns as 

well as all auto- and heteroassociative connections are constructed when the network is initialised and are then 

kept fix throughout the simulation.
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